
Comments on �Simulation of isotopi omposition of stratospheriwater vapor - Part 1� by R Eihinger
This paper desribes the implementation of water and methane isotopes into the hemistry-limate modelEMAC and presents a preliminary omparison with some satellite and balloon-borne datasets.This is not a very ambitious paper: 1) no partiular siene question is being addressed, this is left for futurestudies; 2) the satellite-model omparison remains rather rude ompared to the state of the art, without anyaount for intrument sensitivity or loud masking.But it's a serious and well-written paper. So I have only minor omments in setion 1, but also optionalsuggestions in setion 2.1 Minor omments
• p 23810 l 2: remove oma. Beware of similar oma problems at other plaes.
• p 23810 l 14: What does MESSy stand for?
• p 23810: is it the �rst general irulation model that is used for looking at the stratosphere or TTL region?Add some review of previous studies on the subjet, and ite for example [Shmidt et al., 2005℄.
• p 23810 l 16: �Depending on the� -> �When used with�
• p 23813 l 5: �ondensation� -> �ondensation to liquid�?
• p 23822 l 19: �it� -> �if�
• p 23826 l 27: you annot ite a paper in preparation
• p 23827 l 22: �however� seems out of plae2 General suggestionsIf the authors want to give more added value to the paper beyond the simple desription of a tehnial ahieve-ment, here are some suggestions:
• Improve the model-data omparison tehnique by taking into aount instrument sensitivity (through aver-aging kernels), spatio-temporal sampling, and loud masking (e.g. [Risi et al., 2012, Yoshimura et al., 2011℄...).This would allow to investigate in more detail and more onviningly the soures of model-data and data-data di�erenes. This extension of the work is suggested in p 23831, and it's not so di�ult to atually doit.
• Investigate in more detail the soures of model-data disagreement, if these persist after using the morerigorous model-data omparison methods above. In partiular, what explains the phase shift of the δDtape reorder? What does it say about the model physis? Was this problem already notied in othermodels? What does it say about the potential of water isotopi observations to address questions aboutthe stratospheri water budget?
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